Abstract -Evaporating Diesel sprays are studied by laser Rayleigh scattering measurements in an optically accessible high-pressure/high-temperature cell that reproduces the thermodynamic conditions which exist in the combustion chamber of a Diesel engine during injection. n-Decane is injected into the vessel using a state-of-the-art near-production three-hole nozzle. Global images of the distributions of the liquid and vapor phases of the injected fuel are obtained using a combined schlieren and Mie scattering setup. More details about the evaporation are revealed when the spray is illuminated by a laser light sheet: laser light can be scattered by molecules in the gas phase (Rayleigh scattering) or comparably large fuel droplets (Mie scattering). The former is seen in regions where the fuel has completely evaporated, and the latter is dominant in regions with high droplet concentrations. Studying the polarization of the signal light allows the distinction of three different regions in the spray that are characterized by a moderate, low or negligible concentration of liquid fuel droplets. The characteristics of fuel evaporation are investigated for different observation times after the start of injection, chamber conditions and injection pressures. For quantitative measurements of fuel concentrations, a calibration method that uses propane as a reference gas is presented and tested. At high ambient temperatures, the accuracy of the concentration measurements is limited by pyrolysis of the fuel molecules.
Abstract -Evaporating Diesel sprays are studied by laser Rayleigh scattering measurements in an optically accessible high-pressure/high-temperature cell that reproduces the thermodynamic conditions which exist in the combustion chamber of a Diesel engine during injection. n-Decane is injected into the vessel using a state-of-the-art near-production three-hole nozzle. Global images of the distributions of the liquid and vapor phases of the injected fuel are obtained using a combined schlieren and Mie scattering setup. More details about the evaporation are revealed when the spray is illuminated by a laser light sheet: laser light can be scattered by molecules in the gas phase (Rayleigh scattering) or comparably large fuel droplets (Mie scattering). The former is seen in regions where the fuel has completely evaporated, and the latter is dominant in regions with high droplet concentrations. Studying the polarization of the signal light allows the distinction of three different regions in the spray that are characterized by a moderate, low or negligible concentration of liquid fuel droplets. The characteristics of fuel evaporation are investigated for different observation times after the start of injection, chamber conditions and injection pressures. For quantitative measurements of fuel concentrations, a calibration method that uses propane as a reference gas is presented and tested. At high ambient temperatures, the accuracy of the concentration measurements is limited by pyrolysis of the fuel molecules. The fuel injection system and the injection strategy strongly affect the fuel/air mixture preparation, and thus the power, fuel consumption and emissions of internal combustion (IC) engines (Bittlinger et al. 2006) . The determination of the local fuel concentration in the combustion chamber is particularly important since it strongly influences the pollutant formation (Enderle et al. 1997) . To obtain quantitative information about fuel concentrations, the use of non-intrusive laser-based diagnostic techniques such as Raman scattering, laser-induced (exciplex) fluorescence (LIF/LIEF) and Rayleigh scattering has been reported in the literature. A systematic review of optical diagnostic techniques for measurements of mixing processes in engines is presented by Zhao and Ladommatos (1998) . Each one of these techniques has its characteristic advantages and drawbacks: LIF and LIEF visualize the vapor phase of the spray. If an appropriate exciplex tracer is added to the fuel, the liquid and vapor phases can be simultaneously detected at different emission wavelengths (Bruneaux 2005; Kim and Ghandhi 2001; Payri et al. 2006) . Because the LIF signal is typically of higher wavelength than the incident light, the signal can be separated from background scattering. Strong signals provide good signal-to-noise ratio. These techniques, however, are influenced by collisional quenching which complicates quantification, especially in the presence of oxygen, and -depending on the composition of the fuel -a fluorescent tracer may be needed to visualize the vapor phase. Since the fuel and the tracer evaporation can be different, this doping may cause mismatches in tracer and fuel vapor concentrations if inadequate tracers are selected. Raman scattering is a species-selective technique, but is limited by the weak signal intensity, which makes spatially and temporally resolved measurements very difficult (Arndt et al. 2000) . Rayleigh scattering is a promising optical measurement technique for fuel vapor visualization, since the signal is proportional only to the incident laser intensity, the number density of the scattering molecules and their associated Rayleigh scattering cross-sections (Espey et al. 1997; Idicheria and Pickett 2007; Schulz, et al. 2004; Zhao and Ladommatos 1998) . Also, the signal amplitude is independent of ambient conditions and orders of magnitude stronger than Raman signal amplitudes. However, it is difficult to separate the Rayleigh and Mie (caused by fuel droplets or the chamber walls) components in the detected signal since both processes are elastic.
Nomenclature

Rayleigh scattering theory
Rayleigh scattering arises from the oscillating dipole moments of individual molecules (or other scattering centers whose size is much smaller than the laser wavelength λ) induced by the oscillating electric field of the incident light wave (Eckbreth 1988) . Consequently, the frequencies of the incident and the scattered light waves can be considered to be identical if the Doppler effect is neglected. The Rayleigh signal intensity is proportional to the incident laser intensity, the gas density and composition and the Rayleigh scattering cross-sections of the molecules in the interrogation region. It can be written as:
where the N i are the number densities and 
Here, ϕ is the polarization angle of the incident light relative to the scattering plane which is defined by the incident laser beam and the angle under which the scattered light is observed, and θ is the scattering angle, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . When the laser polarization is oriented normally to the scattering plane (ϕ = 90°) and the detector is positioned at θ = 90° relative to the direction of the incident laser beam, equation
(1) can be simplified to:
Because the Rayleigh scattering crosssections σ i of the ambient gases (see Table 1) are negligible compared to the cross-sections ( E r denotes the electric field of the light waves)
of the fuel molecules (σ f ), equation (3) can be rewritten as:
The Rayleigh scattering cross-section σ for gases with a refractive index n close to 1 can be calculated according to Miles et al. (2001) :
The refractive indices n can be determined using the empirical Lorenz-Lorentz equation. The optical refractivity R L needed in the Lorenz-Lorentz equation is described by Partington (1953) . With the optical refractivities or the refractive indices tabulated by Gardiner et al. (1989) ; Partington (1953) , and Vogel (1946) , it is possible to calculate the Rayleigh scattering cross-sections of some relevant gases. An overview is given in Table 1 . 
Experimental Setup
High-p/high-T combustion chamber The results presented in this paper have been obtained in an optically accessible highpressure/high-temperature cell equipped with two side windows and a large front window. Pressures and temperatures are similar to those found in an IC engine cylinder at the moment of injection. The gas temperature, density and O 2 volume fraction can be independently adjusted as the chamber atmosphere is prepared by a precombustion (Pauer et al. 1999 ): The chamber is filled with a mixture of H 2 , O 2 and N 2 whose exact composition is chosen according to the desired reaction conditions. The mixture is ignited by a spark plug and the precombustion leads to a strong rise in pressure and temperature. After the pre-combustion, the chamber atmosphere slowly cools down at constant volume and the fuel is injected when the desired pressure and temperature conditions are reached. For the measurements presented in this study, the pre-combustion gas mixtures were chosen in such a way that the oxygen is almost completely consumed during the pre-combustion, thus enabling the visualization of the spray evaporation without ignition and combustion. The fuel is injected into the vessel using a Bosch Common Rail (CR) injector with a state-of-the-art, near-production, three-hole nozzle (the relevant nozzle properties are shown in Table 2 ). Compared to standard nozzles, which typically have between 5 and 8 holes, the reduced number of spray holes leads to a free optical access to one fuel jet but does not significantly alter the spray properties. The injector is fixed on the back wall of the cell in such a way that one spray cone is injected parallel to the chamber wall. For quantitative measurements, a single-component fuel with a known Rayleigh scattering cross-section and similar properties to Diesel is preferred to standard Diesel, whose exact composition is not generally known, and whose components -with different scattering cross-sections -do not evaporate at the same rate. For evaporation measurements, n-decane is a decent substitute for Diesel fuel.
Optical setup A frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser (λ = 532 nm, pulse duration 7 ns, laser energy up to 440 mJ) is used for the Rayleigh setup. The pulse energy can be varied by adjusting a λ/2-plate that is followed by a polarization cube. A second λ/2-plate is used to adjust the polarization of the laser pulse. The beam is formed into a sheet by a set of four cylindrical lenses and directed through the cell side windows by a mirror system that allows a precise and reproducible adjustment of the light-sheet position. A slit improves the light-sheet quality and controls the sheet height and width (0.8 × 8.3 mm 2 ). The signal is observed through the large front window at a right angle by an intensified CCD camera. Frequency-shifted signals are not expected, nevertheless a narrow bandpass filter (532 ± 3 nm) is inserted in front of the camera as a precaution, as well as a polarizer that filters the scattered light. During the pre-combustion and the cooling of the chamber atmosphere that follows it, the pressure inside the combustion vessel is constantly monitored. When the desired conditions are reached, the trigger sequence that controls injection, laser illumination and image detection is initiated. Image processing To compare spray measurements carried out under different conditions, the images are corrected for variations in laser pulse energy:
The mean dark current of the camera K is subtracted from each spray image; the image is then divided by the integral laser pulse energy :
K is read out when the camera is not exposed to any radiation. I 0 is the detected signal and I n the corrected one. Images with-out spray are acquired and corrected in order to subtract scattered laser light from the background from the spray images at a later stage. To improve statistics, a set of at least five images is recorded under the same experimental conditions and the corrected images are averaged.
Quantification of the fuel concentration
In the fully evaporated portions of the Diesel spray, the overall elastic scattering in the absence of droplets and soot (remnants of previous measurements, during which fuel combustion was not inhibited) is dominated by Rayleigh scattering of fuel molecules, as the Rayleigh scattering of the ambient atmosphere is negligible (Table 1) . To obtain quantitative two-dimensional mapping of the fuel concentration, the Rayleighscattering images must be calibrated. For this, the chamber is filled homogeneously with a gas that has a large and well-known Rayleigh scattering cross-section. The ratio of signal intensities (eq. 4) for fuel (index f) and calibration gas (index c) provides a way to determine the fuel concentration:
Equation (7) can also be expressed in terms of gas densities:
Using only one calibration gas density in equation (8) for determining the fuel concentration may lead to high measurement uncertainties due to a weak SNR and an inaccurate assessment of the background intensity. An improved strategy uses Rayleigh measurements at different calibration gas densities.
The relationship between I R,⊥,c and ρ c is determined for each individual pixel by a linear regression analysis (slope → calibration constant, offset → background). The local fuel density is then determined from the slope of the linear regression and a measured background intensity (i.e. images with no injection). Propane is chosen as a calibration gas since it is readily available, gaseous at room temperature and has a high Rayleigh scattering cross section. The density is determined from pressure and temperature measurements. Measurements were carried out between 0.1 MPa and 0.8 MPa propane. Because the maximum pressure is near the liquefaction limit of propane (0.83 MPa at room temperature), the precision of the ideal gas law is not sufficient. Instead, the density needs to be calculated using a real-gas law such as the one proposed by Redlich and Kwong (1949) and Soave (1972) . Figure 3 shows the variation of the Rayleigh scattering intensity of propane with the measured pressure and underlines the need to use a real gas law, since calculations based on the ideal gas law cannot accurately reproduce the experimental results. For this representation, for each pressure, the scattered light was averaged over 20 individual images and within the region of the laser light sheet. The calibration images are processed in the same way as the spray images: Dark current, laser pulse energy and background intensity are considered. Rayleigh scattering, measured ρ G , calculated by the ideal gas law ρ G , Gas density calculated by SRK Fig. 3 Variation of Rayleigh signal strength as a function of the propane density calculated using either the ideal gas law or the Soave Redlich Kwong law.
The signal distribution that is determined from the linear regression allows isolation and thus elimination of the background signal from the calibration measurements (Fig. 4) . The laser light sheet is positioned in a fully vaporized region of the spray and images from 20 independent experiments are averaged. The signal is calibrated according to equation 8. The result, shown in Figure 5 , demonstrates that the fuel concentration is symmetric to the vertical spray axis and slowly decreases with increasing distance from the nozzle outlet. Averaged image from 20 independent spray measurements at p G = 3 MPa, T G = 1000 K (ρ G = 9.6 mg/cm 3 ) at 1.3 ms after SoE, p inj = 90 MPa, total fuel quantity = 18 mm 3 . Spray direction from bottom to top.
Fuel pyrolysis
In principle, it should be straightforward to calculate local fuel concentrations from Rayleigh scattering measurements. However, fuel pyrolysis -the breakdown of large hydrocarbon molecules into smaller ones -may be a limiting factor for quantitative measurements, as Rayleigh scattering cross-sections are not proportional to the number of carbon atoms per hydrocarbon molecule (see Fig. 6 ). As a consequence, the mole fraction and the Rayleigh scattering cross-section of each species resulting from the fuel pyrolysis need to be known for a rigorously correct analysis of the data. An estimation of the n-decane pyrolysis has been done for a homogeneous mixture of fuel vapor based on Chemkin calculations and an ambient atmosphere at ρ G = 9.6 mg/cm 3 (see Fig. 7 ). Up to temperatures of about 1000 K, the cracking of n-decane is negligible within the time of interest. For higher temperatures, the fuel molecules rapidly break down, so that the average number of carbon atoms per hydrocarbon molecule strongly decreases. The time needed for these reactions is comparable to the duration of the injection (roughly 1.5 ms). Using the curve of Fig. 6 , an approximate "effective" Rayleigh scattering cross-section can be calculated. While it needs to be emphasized that the Chemkin simulations are not an accurate simulation of the processes occurring after fuel injection, they clearly show that -for the ambient conditions considered in this paperfuel pyrolysis cannot be neglected. The breakdown of the hydrocarbon molecules is mainly due to the high temperatures and pressures.
Visualization of the distribution of liquid and evaporated fuel
The penetration length of the liquid and vapor phases of the spray can easily be determined on combined schlieren/Mie images (Pauer et al. 1999) which are recorded by a high-speed camera under the same p,T-conditions as the Rayleigh measurements. Figure 8 shows an example: Flash lamps illuminate the liquid phase of the spray (Mie scattering) and the schlieren technique, which is based on variations of the refractive index, indicates the vapor phase of spray.
For a more precise determination of the liquid penetration length, additional Mie images are recorded with an intensified CCD camera (Fig. 9) . Rayleigh scattering is used for a more detailed visualization of the fuel vapor distribution. However, it is difficult to distinguish between light scattered by fuel vapor (molecule size << λ), soot (particle size < λ, (Khatchikian et al. 2004) ) and large fuel droplets (size >> λ, Mie scattering). According to the schlieren/Mie images, at sufficiently high temperatures, there seems to be a maximum liquid penetration length. The laser light sheet is positioned in the vicinity of the leading edge of the liquid part of the spray, where the droplet concentration decreases rapidly with increasing distance from the nozzle outlet. Within the area illuminated by the light sheet, however, both vapor and (minor amounts of) liquid fuel can be present. Depending on the local droplet concentration, different zones can be defined depending on the polarization of the scattered light. In areas without liquid, Rayleigh scattering can be seen only, which gives the strongest signal when the laser polarization direction and the orientation of a polarization filter in front of the detector are both perpendicular (⊥) to the scattering plane. The Rayleigh signal intensity is negligible if either the polarization of the incident laser beam or the orientation of the polarizer are parallel (//) to the scattering plane. Isolated fuel droplets lead to Mie-scattering, which is several orders of magnitude stronger than Rayleigh scattering and should be measured with identical directions of the laser polarization and filter orientation (// or ⊥ to the scattering plane; single scattering, no depolarization). Finally, multiple scattering associated with higher droplet concentrations depolarizes the scattered light and is thus detectable independently of the orientations of the laser polarization and the filter. Some possible configurations of the laser polarization are shown in Fig. 10 . With a combination of these images, it is possible to delimitate three spray zones as shown in Fig. 11 : Regions containing fuel vapor and droplets at moderate, low or negligible concentrations. Left: In order to separate the different spray zones, the images (from Figure 10 ) are binarized. The region where signal is seen when the polarization of the laser beam and the camera filter are differently oriented (depolarized signal) shows only droplets in high or moderate concentrations. The area where isolated droplets are present is obtained by binarizing the image where both laser and camera polarization filter are // to the scattering plane, followed by a subtraction of the depolarization area. When the laser polarization direction and the filter orientation are both ⊥ to the scattering plane, and both previous areas are subtracted, the region containing only vapor is found.
Application of the polarization variation
The polarization technique is used to study the influence of the ambient gas temperature at constant density on the liquid and vapor phase distributions. Figure 12 shows such a "polarization matrix", where each image is an average from six independent measurements. Due to the high intensity difference between Mie scattering of the droplets and Rayleigh scattering, the color-scale representation is logarithmic. With decreasing temperature, the maximum liquid penetration length rises noticeably. At moderate and low temperatures (T ≤ 1000 K), the measurements show that there is no abrupt end of the liquid jet, but rather a fast, but still gradual decrease of the droplet concentration. This suggests that under evaporating conditions, the widely used concept of the liquid penetration length may need to be more accurately defined.
Above 1000 K, only vapor is present in the light sheet area. However, the scattering intensity decreases with increasing temperature, which is almost certainly due to the n-decane pyrolysis that lowers the average Rayleigh scattering cross-section of the hydrocarbon molecules (see Figs. 6, 7) .
Temporal evolution of the Diesel spray The temporal evolution of an evaporating spray at two Diesel injection pressures of p inj = 50 and 90 MPa is investigated by Rayleigh imaging. Since the injection rate increases with the injection pressure, the duration of energization is shortened at p inj = 90 MPa so that the same fuel quantity (18 mm 3 total, 6 mm 3 per spray hole) is injected for both conditions. Figure 13 shows the spray's temporal evolution. For each time t after SoE, the images are obtained by averaging six individual images. The time of data acquisition spans from t = 0.6 ms to t = 1.6 ms after SoE. 
Fig. 12
Observation of the influence of the ambient temperature at constant density on the tip of the liquid spray using different orientations of the laser polarization and the polarizing filter. p inj = 90 MPa, t E = 0.625 ms, ρ G = 9.6 kg·m -3 . The images, which are each from 6 averaged independent measurements, are recorded at t = 1.0 ms after SoE.
At high injection pressures, the spray appears earlier due to the higher injection velocity and the lower delay between start of energization and injection. Apart from this, higher injection pressure leads to faster mixing. Thus, at any given time before the end of injection, while the local fuel concentrations may be very similar, the total volume of the vapor plume is higher at higher injection pressures.
The fuel concentration levels have a similar order of magnitude during most of the injection event (between t = 1.0 ms and t = 1.6 ms for p inj = 50 MPa and between t = 0.8 ms and t = 1.4 ms for p inj = 90 MPa): The spray structure in the light sheet area is nearly steady. 
Conclusion
Rayleigh and Mie scattering were used to study the local fuel distribution and to quantify the vapor concentration in a highpressure/high-temperature cell under Diesel engine conditions. A calibration method to quantify the local fuel concentration in the vapor phase of the spray with Rayleigh scattering was presented: Quantification of the spray measurements is based on measurements where the chamber is filled with a reference gas (propane) at various pressures. For the reference gas, the ideal gas law is not sufficiently precise; instead, the Soave Redlich Kwong law should be used to derive gas density from pressure. At high temperatures (T > 1000 K), fuel pyrolysis considerably affects the effective Rayleigh-scattering cross-section of the fuel/gas mixture and thus limits the possibility of determining fuel concentrations from Rayleigh scattering in the vapor phase. The polarization properties of Mie/Rayleigh imaging technique were used to determine different zones in the spray according to the local droplet concentrations.
In further work, a more detailed study of the polarization properties will be carried out: Instead of using a single camera to acquire the scattered light from the combustion cell, two cameras and a polarizing cube will be used to acquire two polarization components simultaneously.
